AuThink

67 million with autism
Child problems
Center for autism in Split, Croatia
Parent’s problems

Lack of tools
Expensive professional support
Teacher problems and needs

- a lot of children on one teacher
- creation of new tasks
- keeping children interested
Existing solutions
AuThink helps children
AuThink aids parents
Continue sequence

The objective of this test is to recognize through three tasks which items continue a given sequence of items. This exercise helps improve children's logical reasoning.

**TASKS (5)**

1. **Continue sequence, Difficulty 5**
   In this task, the objective is to recognize which item continues the sequence of two items. The task can be solved by clicking on the correct item in the vertical list.

2. **Continue sequence, Difficulty 5**
   In this task, the objective is to recognize which item continues the sequence of three items. The task can be solved by clicking on the correct item in the vertical list.

3. **Continue sequence, Difficulty 4**
   In this task, the objective is to recognize which item continues the sequence of four items. The task can be solved by clicking on the correct item in the vertical list.

4. **different items**
   Test

5. **example description**
The team
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Ivan Biliškov, PhD comp. student

Krešimir Lukin, PhD comp. student
Scalability

Phase 1: The therapists, subscription based business

Phase 2: Parents, in need of validation

Phase 3: Cloud therapy tool for various disorders
Metrics so far

- **In use** in Center for autism in Split, Croatia for the last 10 months

- 700+ downloads (60% from USA)

- **usage time** of the demo app in April 2014 was 250 minutes per day

- **Conversion**: 2000 views -> 700+ downloads

- Won in three competitions